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INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY OF JAPAN 
Public Management and Policy Analysis Program 

Graduate School of International Relations 
 

ADC5004 (1 Credit) 
Survey Data Analysis  

Spring 2022 
 

A Factor Analysis (100 points) 
 
Instruction: This term paper accounts for 50 percent of the final grade. The mission is to 
conduct an EFA (Not CFA) on a data set. You must include (1) at least three latent variables 
(constructs such as democracy) and (2) at least three manifest variables per each latent 
variable. Submit your paper (answer + Stata log file) to my mailbox (hardcopy) or 
kucc625@iuj.ac.jp (electronic copy) by 18:00 on Saturday, June 11. If you are staying in the 
campus, please put a hardcopy of your answer into my mailbox in the security office. 
 
Caution: (1) You may NOT communicate (including written, verbal, gestural, and other 
forms of communication) with anyone else other than the instructor about this exam. (2) DO 
NOT ASK your classmates to show their work. DO NOT SHOW your work to other 
classmates. (3) DO NOT SHARE your electronic file with your classmates. When coping or 
paraphrasing some parts of a book, paper, report, or Internet resources, you MUST cite the 
source or give credit to authors in order to avoid plagiarism. The failure to comply with these 
rules will be considered academic dishonesty and misconduct. I trust each of you implicitly, 
but you should be aware of IUJ’s policy on plagiarism and cheating. The penalties include 
sanctions from immediate F in this course and up to expulsion from the university.  
 
Data set: You may use either your own data set or the 2020 Federal Employee Viewpoint 
Survey data set. If you analyze your own data set, attach a data dictionary that shows variable 
name, question, and coding scheme (e.g., binary, nominal, ordinal answers) of each variable.  
 
Stata Output: Attach your Stata output (log file) to your term paper as an appendix. Write 
Stata commands in a Stata do file with the log command to produce a log file 
(your_name_log.txt). And then copy and paste the log file into your term paper. Your do 
file may look like,  
 
/*-------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 
// Term Paper for Survey Data and Factor Analysis  
// Written by Hun Myoung Park on June 2, 2022  
 
version 15     // to specify interpreter version 
cd /Users/kucc625/Downloads/  // to set a default path  
 
//cd c:\ Users\kucc625\Downloads // for Windows users  
 
set more off 
log using kucc625_log.txt, text // open a log file 
  
import delimited FEVS_2020_PRDF.csv, varnames(1) clear 
 
// to generate a random variable and take a random sample 
set seed 1234567 
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gen random = runiform(0, 1) 
sum random, detail 
keep if random > .998 
 
// to drop variables related to COVID-19 pandemic 
drop v1-v20 v21_01-v24 q59_01-q59_06 
 
// to handle missing values and change variable types 
foreach v of var q5-q8 q10-q16 q18-q21 q26-q32 q58 q60-q64 { 
 replace `v' = "." if `v' == "X" 
 generate `v'_n = real(`v') 
 recast byte `v'_n 
 drop `v' 
 rename `v'_n `v' 
} 
 
// to reorder variables   
order drno-random, last  
order q1-q64, sequential 
 
compress 
save fevs_2020_kucc625, replace 
 
sum … 
 
pwcorr … 
 
factor … 
… 
 
rotate … 
… 
 
alpha … 
… 
 
log close        // to close log 
/*-------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 
 
1. Data Management (10 points) 
 
Visit the Federal Employee Viewpoint Survey Web site (https://www.opm.gov/fevs/public-
data-file/) and download 2020 data set. Select 2020 in OPM FEVS Administration Year: 
and Basic PRDP… in File you are requesting: Then click on Submit. It will take minutes to 
get it downloaded. 
 
Extract FEVS2020_PRDF_CSV.zip to have “2020 FEVS PRDF Read Me.docx,” “2020 
PRDF Codebook.xlsx,” and “FEVS_2020_PRDF.csv.” Store these three files in a particular 
folder (e.g., ~/Downloads in Mac and C:\users\your_id\Downloads in Windows 10) you 
like. You may set a default folder using the cd command (e.g., cd ~/Downloads or cd 
/Users/your_id/Downloads/). 
 
Launch Stata and load the data set by running the following import command (see the do file 
above). The version command specifies the version of Stata interpreter; if you are using 
Stata 16, run version 16. 
 
version 15 
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cd ~/Downloads 
 
import delimited FEVS_2020_PRDF.csv, clear delimiter(comma) varnames(1) 
 
Next, you need to take a random sample because the data set has a large number of 
observations. Run the following set seed command with a seed number, which consists of 
the last four digits of your student ID and 567. For example, if your ID is 1B1234, then your 
seed number will be “1234567.” Do not use 1234567 as your seed. A seed number allows 
you to replicate random number generation; without a seed number specified, you will not be 
able to replicate your random numbers. The following command is just an example. 
 
set seed 1532567 
 
Then run the following three commands consecutively. The first command generates random 
numbers from the uniform distribution and stores them into a new variable random, which 
ranges from 0 to 1. The second command drops (deletes) all observations whose values in 
random is not greater than .998; you are using the subset of the data set provided. The third 
command produces detailed summary statistics of the variable random. 
 
gen random = runiform(0, 1) 
 
keep if random > .998 
 
sum random, detail 
 
The following commands drop unnecessary variables; handle missing values (replace “X” 
with “.”); change string variables into numeric variables; reorder variables; and store the data 
set into a Stata file (change a file name as you want).  
 
drop v1-v20 v21_01-v24 q59_01-q59_06 
 
foreach v of var q5-q8 q10-q16 q18-q21 q26-q32 q58 q60-q64 { 
 
 replace `v' = "." if `v' == "X" 
 generate `v'_n = real(`v') 
 recast byte `v'_n 
 drop `v' 
 rename `v'_n `v' 
  
} 
 
order drno-random, last  
 
order q1-q64, sequential 
 
compress 
 
save fevs_2020_kucc625, replace 
 
2. Selection of Latent and Manifest Variables (20 points) 
 
Look at the codebook 2020 PRDF Codebook.xlsx. Imagine at least three latent variables 
(e.g., organizational commitment and job satisfaction) and choose at least three manifest 
variables per each latent variable among question q1 through q64 in the data set. Of course, 
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observed variables are expected to manifest the latent variable sufficiently. Do not include 
too many manifest questions; 9-15 questions sound reasonable.  
 
First, you must define each latent variable (construct) clearly; do not simply report only 
variable names. Then construct a table of latent variables and corresponding manifest 
variables as follows. Let us call it your mental model. 
 

Latent variable Questions (Manifest variables) Variable name 
Empowerment 1. My talents are used well in the workplace. 

2. … 
3. … 
4. … 

Q6 
… 
… 
… 

Job Satisfaction … 
 

… 

 
Get descriptive statistics and write down your tentative impression on the data with respect to 
your mental model. You must report descriptive statistics and correlation coeffects among 
manifest variables using the following two commands. Provide each command with all 
manifest variables used in your mental model. Do you think current data appear to support 
your mental model? Why and why not?  
 
sum …, detail 
 
pwcorr …, sig star(.01) 
 
The option sig in the pwcorr command above produces significance level; star()specifies a 
significance level for displaying with a star. 
 
3. Factor Extraction and Rotation (20 points) 
 
Run the .factor command with a whole list of manifest variables in your mental model. Use 
default factor extraction method (principal factor method). This is the initial empirical model. 
Then rotate with either orthogonal (e.g., VARIMAX) or non-orthogonal rotation method 
using the rotate command.  
 
factor …, pf 
 
rotate, varimax     // you may try with other rotation method 
 
Then run the following command to get factor loadings before and after the rotation.  
 
estat rotatecompare 
 
Check if the rotated factor loading matrix has “simple structure.” Look at the factor loadings 
and their patterns of each manifest variable and explain which manifest variables can be 
grouped together (they are assumed to be caused by a latent factor). Ask yourself, for 
example, “Is there any observed variable that shows poor factor loadings (<.4) for factors 
(latent variables)?” “Is there any observed variable that shows high factor loadings (>.4) for 
more than one factor?” “Which manifest variables show uniqueness larger than .9?” 
 
Explain how much your empirical model (rotated factor loading matrix) is consistent with 
your original mental model.  
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Construct a comparison tables of eigenvalues and proportions (initial versus rotated) that are 
greater than .9 and .09, respectively.  
 

 Eigenvalues (greater than.9)  Proportions (greater than.09) 
 Initial Model Rotated Model  Initial Model Rotated Model 
Factor 1 
Factor 2 
… 

… 
 

…  … … 

 
Draw a screeplot and copy and paste it to your answer file.  
 
screeplot 
 
4. Adjusting Empirical Models (20 points)    
 
Based on the initial result of Q3, determine the number of factors. Tell me your reasoning 
and explain why you chose that number of factors. 
 
Run the .factor command with the number of factors in the factors() option and rotate. If 
you decide 3 factors, for example, 
 
.factor …, factors(3) 
.rotate … 
 
Run the same command with ml option (maximum likelihood factor method) added. Take a 
look at the likelihood ratio test. 
 
.factor …, factors(3) ml 
.rotate … 
 
Evaluate the result you obtained. If you are not satisfied with the result, try to modify your 
mental model. You may consider following options to change. 
 

(1) Change the number of factors imposed in the model. 
(2) Drop suspicious (latent and/or manifest) variables  
(3) Add new (latent and/or manifest) variables 
(4) Adjust relationships between a latent variable and a manifest variable (e.g., from x2 

¬ A to x2 ¬ C). 
 
Iterate this process until you get a satisfying result (adjusted empirical model with a specific 
number of factors, factor extraction method, and rotation method).  
 
Report the rotated factor loading matrix, loadingplot, and screeplot of the empirical model. 
You don’t need to report all results before you reach a most likely empirical model. 
 
Then, provide a table that compare your mental model and adjusted empirical model. For 
example, 
 

Mental Model  Adjusted Empirical Mental 
Latent Variable Manifest Variables  Latent Variable Manifest Variables 
Job satisfaction q1, q5, q20, q43  Job satisfaction q5, q20, q43 
Commitment q3, q6, q7, q8, q9  Commitment q1, q3, q8, q9 
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Democratic value q25, q26, q28  Democratic value q25, q26, q28 
Motivation q3, q6, q7, q8, q9  Public service motivation q1, q3, q8, q9 

 
5. Factor Score vs. Factor-based Score (20 points) 
 
Now, you need to decide your final model for data analysis. For example, if your adjusted 
empirical model fits the data well and is consistent with your mental model, the adjusted 
empirical model is recommended to calculate factor scores. In case of a poor fit but small gap 
between the mental and empirical model, you may choose the mental model and calculate 
factor-based score. Explain your decision for the final model and why.  
 
Use the predict command to calculate factor scores. In the example below, Stata will create 
three variables factor1, factor2, and factor3 in your data set, assuming three factors in 
your final model. 
 
.factor … , factors(3) 
.rotate … 
 
.predict factor1 factor2 factor3 
 
In order to calculate factor-based scores of your mental model (if you end up with an adjusted 
empirical model, you might have different sets of manifest variables for each latent variable), 
use the egen command as follows. 
 
.egen fbs1 = rowmean(q1 q2 q5) 
.egen fbs2 = rowmean(q3 q7 q11 q13) 
.egen fbs3 = rowmean(q9 q15 q16) 
 
Provide descriptive statistics of either factor scores OR factor-based scores depending on 
your decision.  
 
sum factor1-factor3  
 
sum fbs1-fbs3 
 
6. Cronbach’s Alpha for Validity (10 points) 
 
Calculate Cronbach’s alpha for each latent variable using in the alpha command. Use the 
same list of manifest variables used in your final model (either mental model or empirical 
model). If your final model is an adjusted empirical model in which a factor (latent variable) 
is manifested by q1, q4, q7, and q9, then run the following command. 
 
alpha q1 q4 q7 q9, item 
alpha … 
… 
 
Do not put every manifest variable in an alpha command. If you have three latent variables, 
you need to run the alpha command three times with a different set of corresponding 
manifest variables. If you want to calculate factor-based scores according to your mental 
model above, for example,  
 
alpha q1 q2 q5, item 
alpha q3 q7 q11 q13, item 
alpha q9 q15 q16, item 
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Evaluate the reliability of each set of manifest variables. Are they acceptable?    
 
Provide your opinions about your factor analysis and overall conclusion in a paragraph. Did 
your mental model fit the data? Did your factor loading matrix has a simple structure? How 
far does your adjusted empirical model deviate from the mental model? 
  
 
Checklist 

1. Homework answer file  
2. Stata log file attached (Appendix) 
3. Data dictionary if you analyze your own data set. 

 
 
End of the term paper.  


